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The EU Commission and Japan’s central data protection authority have agreed to
recognize each other’s data protection systems as “equivalent.” 1 The announcement
coincided with the signing of a broad trade deal between the Commission and the
Japanese government.2 The mutual adequacy finding marks the first reciprocal
recognition of data privacy equivalency between the EU and a third country and, once
formalized, “will create the world’s largest area of safe transfers of data based on a high
level of protection for personal data.”3
The ability to freely transfer data between the EU and Japan should make
business transactions within the combined area more cost- and timeefficient, bolstering the impact of the reduced and eliminated tariffs
agreed to under the trade deal.
The Details. The EU Commission (the “Commission”) and Japan’s central data
protection authority—the Personal Information Protection Commission (the “PPC”)—
have been discussing a mutual adequacy finding since January 2017. Since recent
reforms to Japan’s Act on the Protection of Personal Information (“APPI”), the data
protection regimes of both the EU—the EU General Data Protection Regulation
(“GDPR”)—and Japan have prohibited, with certain exceptions, cross-border transfers
of personal data unless the data recipient is located in a country designated as providing
an adequate level of protection. The Commission and the PPC are now to begin the
internal procedures necessary to formally designate the data protection regimes of the
other as adequate—the EU by formal adoption of an “adequacy decision” with regard to
Japan, and the PPC by designating the EU’s data protection system as “equivalent.”
The PPC further agreed to implement additional safeguards benefiting individuals in the
EU, including:
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 Implementing rules for handling EU personal data, which may treat certain
information, such as sexual history and orientation, or trade union membership, as
“sensitive information” consistent with GDPR; and
 Instituting a mechanism, to be administered by the PPC, for handling complaints by
Europeans regarding how their information may be accessed by Japanese
government authorities.4
The Commission and the PPC expect their respective adequacy decisions to be adopted
by autumn of this year.
Impact. The free transfer of personal data between EU member countries and Japan will
relieve EU and Japanese businesses (and other interested parties) from the time and cost
of soliciting the consent of individuals to cross-border transfers of their data. When
exporting EU data to Japan, companies will no longer have to undertake the burden of
implementing standard contractual clauses (SCCs), or engage in the lengthy approval
process for binding corporate rules (BCRs). Examples of some possible specific benefits
include:
 Increased flexibility in data storage locations. Affected businesses—say, for example, a
Japanese bank with branches in EU member countries—may have more available
options in how and where they store data (and potentially more data service
providers to choose from).
 Smoother communications between EU and Japanese affiliates (and more efficient postdeal integration). Global businesses with locations in the EU and Japan or joint
ventures and other strategic partnerships between EU and Japanese parties will be
able to share data within the combined area according to need and use. For similar
reasons, the mutual adequacy finding should facilitate post-acquisition or postmerger business integration.
 Simplified due diligence. Data protection due diligence should still focus on
compliance with the GDPR and APPI, as appropriate (including careful attention to
use of third-party vendors and requests to view data protection policies, data maps
and other relevant information). Easier transfers of personal data should also mean a
simplified diligence process: when transfer of personal data between the EU and
Japan is identified, there will no longer be a need to confirm that such transfer is
permitted by consent or exception. The mutual adequacy finding also should further
facilitate information sharing, to the extent necessary, between EU and Japanese
counterparties.
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Preparation Tips. Many of the GDPR- and APPI-preparatory compliance measures that
have been recommended for businesses exporting EU or Japanese personal data—such
as data mapping or conducting risk assessments—continue to represent best practices.
Until the adequacy decisions are fully adopted, businesses exporting data from Japan to
the EU or vice versa should remain vigilant to ensure that cross-border transfers are
conducted with advance consent or in compliance with GDPR- or APPI-approved
mechanisms. Japanese businesses should additionally keep an eye out for the release of
finalized guidelines by the PPC, which are expected before the adoption of the
Commission’s adequacy decision.
Outlook. The mutual adequacy finding could herald the adoption by the Commission of
other adequacy decisions for East and Southeast Asia—areas the Commission has stated
it will focus on going forward.5 We may also see greater attention to personal data in
trade deals. While the Commission has stated that “privacy is not a commodity to be
traded,”6 there is little dispute over the increasingly critical role that data plays in
commercial transactions. As the GDPR continues to shake the data protection landscape,
and more countries—like Japan—reform their data protection laws to GDPR-like
standards, businesses can be expected to continue to increase their focus on ensuring
(and requiring) a high level of data protection.
***
Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions.
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